the revolution in tool grinding

Mono

Duo

Invader

The accomplished performer in tool production

Creating a grinding centre that, at the same time,
meets utmost needs of flexibility, productivity and
.
quality was the basic idea of the
For small to large lot sizes and frequently changing
series offers
machining processes, the
ideal solutions.
This revolutionary machine concept that uses a
automation module and one (
duo) grinding
Mono/Inavder) or two (
modules can be adapted to most various
customer needs.
The advantages offered will always remain the
same:
extreme versatility at a high degree of
automation,
 drastically reduced non-productive times.
 secondary functions can be individually
completed,
 customized automation,
 reworking during the main processing times,
 decreasing the number of rejects.


In detail, this means:
 enormous degrees of freedom around the
workpiece,
 the fastest grinding wheel change in the market,
 simultaneous change of the wheel and the
workpiece (on both the Mono and Duo),
 impressive repeating accuracy,
 best workplace ergonomics.
Depending on your needs, three different types of
basic machines can be individually matched.
What is common to all machines is our philosophy
of complete machining:
All necessary machining steps will be performed
without the need to re-clamp the workpiece. This
saves time and considerably improves workpiece
precision.

The
is the ideal product for
demanding high-end insert manufacture.

> 50.000
> 25.000
> 10.000

Mono

Corporate standard
inserts

> 100.000

Quantities

Customized inserts

Duo

Complexity

Special inserts

Which of the
versions will suit your application best depends, above all, on the complex
ity of your workpieces, the necessary machining
processes, and on the lot sizes to be produced.

> 5.000

Invader

> 10

ISO code inserts
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Mono

2x 5-axis CNC universal
grinding machine
 
2x NUM control using
NUMROTOplus® software
 
2x linear feeder axes
 
Loading and automation module
 
6-axis robot (Stäubli)
 
Wheel changer
(20-station, 200 mm dia.)

5-axis CNC universal grinding machine
NUM control using NUMROTOplus®
software
 
Linear feeder axis
 
Loading and automation module
 
6-axis robot (Stäubli)
 
Wheel changer
(20-station, 200 mm dia.)



Very high to maximum
production volume
 Maximum automation
 inserts
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Machining process






High to very high production volume
 Short grinding operations
 inserts

Invader

5-axis CNC universal grinding machine
NUM control using NUMROTOplus®
software
 
Loading and automation module
 
6-axis robot (Stäubli)
 
Wheel changer
(up to 8-station, 150 mm dia.)





Medium to high production volume
 Tool versatility:
inserts
Cylindrical tools
Free-form machining
Special grinding tasks





THE GRINDING MODULE
Vertical is the optimum

The vertical principle patented by Deckel and
already proven for the S20 and S22 CNC grinding
centres for tens of years is used for all
models. The better grinding results and the
superior possibilities the vertical tool spindle, the
A-axis, offers can even be fully convincing in
grinding complex geometries (inserts, cylindrical
tools and free-form machining).
By the vertical arrangement, accessibility to the
workpiece is considerably improved. This facilitates
machining steps and tool geometries that would
face machines of conventional design with
tremendous problems.
This patented vertical design ensures:
 
optimum stiffness,
 
ideal traversing of the axes,
 
long grinding paths,
 
short positioning paths,
 
highest precision.
Grinding module of patented vertical design

Vertical design for the complete
machining of complex geometries

The vertical machine design allows complex geometries to be ground without re-clamping the
workpiece. This does not only cut non-productive
time but also improves the precision of the workpieces by doing without re-clamping them several
times.

Enormous degrees of freedom around
the workpiece owing to the vertically
arranged tool spindle

Even complex holding fixtures can be
easily integrated into the patented vertical
design

THE NUMROTOplus® Software
Perfected programming solutions that make
sense

Effective collision monitoring

The unique kinematics of the
machines
is completed best by the extremely reliable NUM
control and the NUMROTOplus® software.
This intuitive, user-friendly software enables you to
program all your grinding applications in an easy
and quick way.
You can further extend NUMROTOplus® by functions such as 2D and 3D simulations, extensive
and precise sensing cycles for both the workpiece
and the wheel, in process dressing, job control
and numerous other well thought-out solutions.
Help screens for any input value, precise collision
monitoring and regular program updates are
standard for NUMROTOplus® – and so is its flexible
and logical arrangement.

Versatile and high-performance 3D simulation

 xtensive software for almost any
E
grinding task.
 
Exact and quick 2D section simulation
at any position.
 
Flexible and, nevertheless, logical
programming.
 
Help screens for any input value.
 
Sensing and compensation of radial
eccentricities.
 
Job manager for manless operation.
 
Continuous program updating with full
compatibility.
 
Option: 3D simulation and 3D collision
monitoring.


Operator-friendly input screen

The automation module
Duo and
Mono
Highly automated but still versatile
Owing to its intelligent and innovative machine
brings into line versatility,
design, the
productivity and automation. In this connection,
the automation module is the heart of it.
The automation module is responsible for loading
as well as for tool and grinding wheel changing.
For this purpose, the module contains a spacious
grinding wheel magazine, a versatile 6-axis robot,
an intelligent feeding unit and a customized
loading option which, for example, can be
provided with large quantities through a drawer
feeding system, by a pallet storage facility, or by a
pallet-type feeder. Even an existing conveyor belt
system can be integrated without any problems.
In addition, the automation module offers enough
space for individual machining processes and
secondary functions. This innovative solution
a customized configurable
makes the
system that meets highest demands of versatility,
productivity and automation.
The automation module: the heart of the FLEXUS® Duo

A great deal of the loading and secondary operations takes place in the automation module. This ensures
maximum utilization of the grinding time in the machining module. The loading operation includes the gripping
(1), clamping (2) and take-over to the NC feeder axis (3) of a workpiece. After that, the feeder axis manages
workpiece changing within an impressive period of 5 seconds.

1. Gripping a workpiece

2. Clamping the workpiece

3. Take-over to the feeder axis

The capto-based clamping station
Ideal automation for any workpiece

All flexus models use the successful Capto principle
as workpiece holding system. It is not only ideal for
the machining of inserts of any possible design, but
is also suitable for cylindrical tools and for free-form
grinding.
Depending on the type of workpiece, various
intelligent clamping solutions are used. By a nail,
screw or bracket system, inserts having one or two
holes are automatically clamped in a reliable and
precise way. What is common to all of these systems
is their minimum changing time and maximum work
piece precision.

Nail-type Capto for clamping reversible
inserts with a hole.

Screw-type Capto for clamping inserts
with one or two holes.

Bracked-type Capto for clamping
inserts without a hole.

prepared for any task: Optional customized functions
In addition to automated loading and clamping, numerous optional customized functions can be integrated into
the automation module. These can, for example, be laser labeling, cutting edge preparation, PVD-handling,
ultrasonic baths, vision systems, etc.

Laser labeling

Cutting edge preparation

PVD-handling

The Invader has been designed for the production
of smaller lot sizes of special parts and offers all
technical facilities to meet even the most complex
requirements in insert grinding. In addition, the
Invader is the ideal machine for grinding
cylindrical tools, special grinding tasks and freeform machining.
Its versatility makes the Invader the ideal machine
for your entry into new market segments. Due to
its universal applicability, there will be no capacity
problems.
The machine consists (similar as the
Mono) of an automation module and a grinding
module.
Regarding your demands, this well thought-out
technology will not leave any wishes open:
The 6-axis robot serves the machine directly. In
addition to it, the automation module accommodates the workpiece pallets, an aligning station,
a clamping station and resting space for eight
workpiece carriers. Moreover, reserved room for
other customized solutions has been taken into
consideration.
Grinding area

Robotic cell

In the grinding module, there is an 8-station wheel
changer and – depending on your demand – a
hydraulic clamping device for inserts without holes,
a second measuring probe, and the dressing unit.
The latter facilitates wheel profiling, for example,
with the aid of a diamond wheel and dressing with
an SiC wheel.
Any new insert geometry can be programmed in
a quick and uncomplicated way from the CAD
system. In this connection, the profile data is fed
into the NUMROTOplus® grinding software, with
the CNC program being automatically created in
machines,
the end. As is the case for all
this noticeably decreases the number of rejects.

Face dressing by an SiC wheel

Profiling by a diamond wheel

Periphery dressing by a SiC wheel

Compared with the
Mono and Duo,
the Invader works without an additional feeder
axis. The 6-axis robot loads the tool spindle
directly. However, with up to 9.5 seconds, the
Invader also reaches top values in tool changing
by a Capto double-gripper hand. The Invader
series and offers a plus
rounds off the
in universality all over the entire tool spectrum.

Capto double gripper hand

Dimensions
Duo

Mono

Invader

High-Performance Grinding Centres
Duo,
Mono,

Invader

Grinding wheel magazine
Capacity 1)
Grinding wheel package weight
max. grinding wheel diameter
Changing time

FLEXUS® Mono /Duo
FLEXUS® INVADER
20 grinding wheel packages 8 grinding wheel packages 3)
5 kg max.
2.1 kg max.
200 mm
150 mm
< 8 sec.
approx. 12 sec.

Feeding system
Drive
Distance traversed
Speed

Linear motor axis
800 mm max.
100 m/min max.

6-axis robot
–
–

approx. 80 x 120 x 120 mm
1 kg 4)

approx. 60 x 60 x 120
1 kg 4)

400 mm / 20 rpm
0.0001 mm
310 mm / 20 rpm
0.0001 mm
305 mm / 20 rpm
0.0001 mm
360°
850 min-1
0.00005°
224° / 40 U/min
0.00005°

400 mm / 12 rpm
0.0001 mm
310 mm / 12 rpm
0.0001 mm
305 mm / 12 rpm
0.0001 mm
360°
500 min-1
<0.00006°
224° / 120 U/min
<0.00006°

Tool dimensions for automatic loading
max. tool dimensions (depth  x width x height)
max. tool weight
Traversing range/measuring system
X-axis
Y-axis
Z-axis
A-axis

C-axis

Grinding stroke / Vmax
Resolution
Grinding stroke / Vmax
Resolution
Grinding stroke / Vmax
Resolution
Freely rotating, modulo function (counting from 0 to 360°)

Feed rate (speed at rapid traverse)
Resolution
Swivel range/Vmax
Resolution

Control system
Model

NUM

Grinding spindle
Drive motor
Power
Peak power 2

direct drive
direct drive
15 kW at 100 % c.d.f.
10 kW at 100 % c.d.f.
27 kW
18 kW
infinitely variable from 1,000–8,000 rpm
optional: higher speed ranges

Speed
Dimensions
Weight
Size (depth x width x height)

FLEXUS® Mono

FLEXUS® Duo

FLEXUS® INVADER

approx. 5,5 to
3,380 x 2,500 x 2,450 mm

approx. 9.0 to
5,150 x 2,500 x 2,450 mm

approx. 5.0 to
3,150 x 2,200 x 2,200 mm

Explanations: 1) for a grinding wheel diameter of 150 mm

2) up to 30 sec.

3) for a grinding wheel diameter of 125 mm

Subject to modifications consistent with technical advance and errors excepted.
The representations and descriptions in this brochure include options with costs.

4) incl. workpiece holding fixtures (e. g. Capto)
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